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PSEUDOCOMPLETE NILPOTENT GROUPS

THOMAS A. FOURNELLE1

Abstract. Scmicomplctc nilpotcnt groups, that is, nilpotent groups with no outer

automorphisms, have been of interest for many years. In this paper pscudocomplete

nilpotent groups, that is, nilpotent groups in which the automorphism group and the

inner automorphism group arc isomorphic (not equal), are constructed. When

suitable conditions are placed on the pseudocomplete nilpotent group, the quotient

of the automorphism group by the inner automorphism group is completely char-

acterized.

1. Introduction. Let Aut G and Inn G denote the group of all automorphisms of the

group G and the group of all inner automorphisms of G, respectively. A group is

said to be complete if it has trivial center and if Aut G = Inn G. A group G is

semicomplete if Aut G = Inn G. While examples of complete groups abound, semi-

complete groups with large centers are relatively rare. For example, no abelian group

with more than two elements is ever semicomplete. Indeed, periodic nilpotent groups

with more than two elements can never be semicomplete (Gaschütz [3], Zalesskii [9]).

Also, nontrivial finitely generated torsion-free nilpotent groups are never semicom-

plete (Ree [5]). However, semicomplete nilpotent groups do exist. The first was

constructed by Zalesskii [10] in 1972. Subsequently, other examples have been

provided by Heinekin [4], Robinson [6], and Fournelle [1].

The purpose of this note is to describe some classes of pseudocomplete groups, that

is, groups G for which Aut G = Inn G. As with semicomplete groups there can be no

abelian pseudocomplete group with order more than two. However, we will prove

the following.

Theorem A. Let A be a finite abelian group. Then there are uncountably many

nonisomorphic nilpotent groups G of class two such that

(i) Aut G a InnG,

(ii) AxxiG/lrmG-A ® A.

All of the examples G of Theorem A are torsion-free, G/Z and Z(G) are direct

sums of torsion-free abelian groups of rank one and Z(G)/G' is periodic. Moreover,

the types of the summands of G/Z(G) are pairwise imcomparable. We will also

prove the following.

Theorem B. Suppose G is a torsion-free nilpotent group of class two with G/Z(G)

and Z(G) direct sums of torsion-free abelian groups of rank one and Z(G)/G' is
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periodic. Suppose also that the types of the rank 1 summands of G/Z( G ) are pairwise

imcomparable. If Aut G — Inn G then there is a finite abelian group A such that

AutG/InnG - A ® A.

The proof of Theorem B relies heavily on the theory of torsion-free abelian groups

of rank one as described, for example, in Fuchs [2]. The construction of the examples

in Theorem A rests upon cohomological methods as described in Stammbach [7],

Warfield [8], and Robinson [6].

Notation.

Z, Z(G): the center of the group G,

Q = G/Z,
G': the commutator subgroup of G,

C„, C(n): the cyclic group of order n,

Cr G,: the cartesian (unrestricted) product of the groups G,,

Dr G,: the (restricted) direct product of the groups G,,

©G,: additive notation for DrG,.

[x. y] = x~xy~lxy,

t(A): the type of the torsion-free abelian group A.

2. Cohomological methods. Let Q and Z be abelian groups where Z is regarded as

a trivial Ç-module. Let a £ Aut A and ß G Aut Q. Then a and ß induce automor-

phisms a* and ß* of H2(Q, Z). If Z>->G -—> Q is a central extension with

cohomology class A, then there is an automorphism y of G inducing a and ß if and

only if Ao^ = Aß* (Stammbach [7, Proposition II.4.3]). Thus we may study the

automorphisms of a central extension if we have sufficient knowledge of H2(Q, Z).

A useful tool for gaining this knowledge is the Universal Coefficients Theorem

which states that there is an exact sequence

e
(2.1) Ext(£>, Z)^H2{Q, Z) -« Hom(//2e, Z).

We may identify the Schur multiplicator H2Q with the skew-symmetric tensor

product Q A Q. Thus, Wova(H2Q. Z) may be identified with the skew-symmetric

bilinear forms from Q X Q to Z. (See Warfield [8, Theorem 5.4].)

Let Z^^G -*» Q be a central extension with cohomology class A. Then 0 in (2.1)

is the map that sends A to yV G i\om(H2Q. Z) where

{x11 Ay1>)i},= [x, y];       x, y G G.

Here, of course, [x, y] denotes the commutator x~xy~lxy. In our construction we will

first choose a nondegenerate form \p. Then we will choose A to be a preimage of »p

under 6. Let a be an element of Ext(Q, Z). We may alter A by defining A = A + a.

Note that A63 = M = 4> and any extension with class A will be strictly central (that

is, Z will be exactly the center of G) since \p is nondegenerate.

Now if/: Q X Q -* Z is a 2-cocycle, define (x, y)f = (y, x)f. Then the map

fr->f is an automorphism of Z2(Q, Z), the group of all 2-cocycles, which fixes

coboundaries. Thus, there is an induced automorphism A i-> A' of H2(Q, Z). For
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any A G H2(Q, Z) we define A, = A + A'. Then A, G Ext(£>, Z), and if a G Aut Z

and ß G Aut Q, then Aa* = Aß* implies that A^ = Axß* and (A0)«* - (A6)ß*.

Also, if A G H2(Q, Z), a G Ext(£, Z), and A = À + a, then

(2.2) As = Av + 2a.

We will need all of the above to determine the structure of our examples.

We also will need to be able to compute E\t(A, B) where A and B are certain

rank one torsion-free abelian groups. In particular, let it be an infinite set of primes

and let p be an infinite subset. Now consider the following two subgroups of the

rational numbers:

A = (]/p:pGp),       B=(\/p:pGv).

From the short exact sequence Z^->/l ^ A/Z we obtain a long exact sequence

(Fuchs [2, Vol. 1, IX])

0 - Hom(A, B) - Hom(Z, B) - Ext(A/Z, B) - E\i(A, B) - 0.

Hence there is a short exact sequence

C^Exi(A/Z, B) -~ Exi(A.B)

where C is countable and of torsion-free rank at most one. Now, A/Z ~ © . C„

and thus

E\t(A/Z, B) = Cr C„.
pep

The sequence Cs—» Cr ep Cp -** Ext(/1, B) now yields the fact that Ext(A B) is of

uncountable torsion-free rank.

3. Proof of Theorem A. Let it and p be two disjoint infinite sets of primes. Let q be

a fixed prime with q £ m U p. Consider the following rational groups:

0, = <l/p:,pe*r),       ö2= (\/p:PBp),       Z = (\/p:p G * U p>.

Let (2 = Ôi ® 02- ^e choose y^: (2 X (2 -» Z to be the skew-symmetric bilinear

form given by ((a, b),(c, d))\p = q"(ad — be). Note that \p is nondegenerate. Let A

be a preimage of uV under 0 in (2.1). Now Ext(0, Z) = Ext(£>,, Z) 0 Ext(g2, Z)

and each Ext(£?,, Z) is of infinite torsion-free rank. Hence, by (2.2) we may choose a

preimage A of \p such that As = (/,, /2), where/ G E\t(Qr Z) and where/, and f_

are of infinite order and linearly independent in Ext({), Z). Let Z=->G ^ gbea

central extension with cohomology class A. Then G is torsion-free and nilpotent of

class two and Z is the center of G since 4> is nondegenerate.

Lemma 3.1. Let y G Aut G. Then y induces the identity on Q and Z.

Proof. Suppose that y induces a on Z and ß on Q. Then Aa* = A/3*. Since Z is

torsion-free of rank one it follows that a is multiplication by some rational number t.

However, the denominators in Z are square free and thus t = ±\. Since Q¡ and Q2

are characteristic in Q we may represent ß by the matrix („") where u and u are

rationals. Again Q] and (22 have square free denominators so u = ±1 and v = ± 1.

Now, AA = A5ß* implies (/„ /2)a» = (tf, tf2) = (/„ f2)ß* =(uf,vf2) [2, Vol. 1,
Lemma 52.1]. Hence t = u = v = ±1. Also, y^a* = yVß*. Hence, if a, /? G G we let
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â, b be their images in Q. Suppose a G Qt and b G Q2. Then [a, b]a = (aß, bß)\p.

Hence, t[a, b] = [ua, vb] = uv[a, b] and therefore t — uv. Consequently, t2 — t and

t = u = v = 1. This completes the proof.

Now let y G Aut G. Since y induces the identity on Q it follows that for every

g G G there is some z G Z such that gy = gzg. Since y induces the identity on Z,

the mapping g h» z is a homomorphism from G to Z which contains Z in its kernel.

Hence, we may associate with y a homomorphism from Q to Z. This association

establishes the isomorphism

(3.1) AutG-Hom(ö.Z).

Furthermore,

Hom(ö, Z) = Hom(£,, Z) © Hom(02, Z) - (?2 ® £?i - £?•

Thus, Aut G — Inn G, and hence G is pseudocomplete. It remains to determine

AutG/InnG.

Let y be an automorphism of G corresponding to 0 G Hom(G;, Z). Let A — (1,0)0

and B = (0,1)0. Then (a, 6)0 = aA + bB. Since homomorphisms from Q, and Q2

to Z are multiplication by some rational number, and since denominators in Z are

square free, it follows that A G Q2 and ßeß,. Hence,

q"(a,b)0=((a,b),(-B,A))ip.

It follows that if m = <?", then ym is induced from conjugation in G by a preimage of

(-5, A). It now also follows that Aut G/InnG » ô/™0 - Cm ® Cm.

Now suppose that A = Dr"=1 Cm(/) is a finite abelian group where m(i) = p"{,) for

various primes pt. For each /' we construct a pseudocomplete nilpotent group G, with

Aut G,/Inn G, - Cm(/) © Cm(/). In this construction we may choose the primes

involved so that the types of the factors in G¡/Z¡ are incomparable with the types of

the factors in Gj/Zj for i¥=j. Thus, Hom(G,, G/) = 0 for i=£j. We now set

G = Dr/L, G,. Hence, each G, is characteristic in G and by restricting automorphisms

of G to the G, factors we are led to the isomorphisms

n n n

Aut G =s Dr Aut G,,    Inn G = Dr Inn G. =* Dr Aut G,.
i=l 1=1 ;=l

It is now clear that

Aut G/InnG « Dr (Aut G,/InnG,) - yl © ̂
/= i

and G is a pseudocomplete torsion-free nilpotent group of class two.

Remark 1. Suppose that there are only countably many isomorphism classes of

groups G constructed above. If G has class A G H2(Q, Z) and G — G then Aa* =

Aß* for some a G Aut Z and some ß G Aut Q (Stammbach [7, Proposition II. 4.3]).

However, Aut Q and Aut Z are finite and hence these extensions fall into countably

many classes in H2(Q, Z). But since Ext(<2, Z) has uncountable torsion-free rank

we have uncountably many choices for a in (2.2) and hence for A. Thus, we have

uncountably many choices for G.
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Remark 2. There are uncountably many rational groups of incomparable types in

which the denominators of all elements are square free. Hence, for each i in an

uncountable index set / we may construct a pseudocomplete nilpotent group G, with

Aut G/InnG, - C„,(/) © C„,in. If we let G = Cr,e/G, we have

Aut G = Cr Aut G, - Cr InnG, - InnG.
i£i iei

Aut G/InnG - Cr (C„,(0 © C„,(()).

Hence, there are pseudocomplete nilpotent groups of large rank in which

Aut G/Inn G is large.

Remark 3. If we choose the finite abelian group A to be trivial we obtain

semicomplete nilpotent groups G, that is, Aut G = Inn G.

Remark 4. The techniques used to construct the examples of this section are taken

from Robinson's (unpublished) paper [6]. The author wishes to thank Professor

Robinson for his kind permission to make use of these techniques here.

4. Proof of Theorem B. Now assume that G is a torsion-free nilpotent group of

class two with center Z. Assume further that Q = G/Z and Z are direct sums of

torsion-free abelian groups of rank one and that G/Z' is periodic. Finally, assume

that the types of the summands in Q are pairwise incomparable. It is fairly easy to

see that Aut G/Inn G is a finite abelian group (see [2, Vol. 2, p. 153, Example 5]). We

must show that Aut G/Inn G — A ® A where A is a finite abelian group. We will be

assuming many results from [2, Vol. 2, §85].

Lemma 4.1. Let y G Aut G where G is as above. Then y induces the identity on Z

and on Q.

Proof. Let y G Aut G and let rg be the inner automorphism of G induced by g.

Let je G G. Since Aut G = Q is abelian it follows that (x)yrg — (x)ry. Conse-

quently, (g)yg'x centralizes (x)y for all x G G. Thus, (g)y = g (mod Z), that is, y

induces the identity on Q. Clearly, [a, b] = [(a)y, (b)y] = [a, b]y and thus y in-

duces the identity of G' also.

Now let x G Z. Since Z/G' is periodic there is some nonzero m such that

xm G G'. Thus, (xm)y = xm = (xy)m. However, Z is a torsion-free abelian group

and consequently xy — x. This completes the proof.

We now write Q = ©/L, Q¡ where the Q¡ are the rank one summands of Q. Note

that the types of these summands are invariants of Q [2, Vol. 2, Proposition 86.1].

Hence any two decompositions of Q into a direct sum of rank one groups are

equivalent. Now from Lemma 4.1 it follows that Aut G =* Hom(Q, Z). Since G is

pseudocomplete we have

n

(4.1) Q - Hom(ß, Z) - © Hom(ß„ Z).

Now if a, b G Q we will let [a, b] denote the commutator [a,, bt] where a, and ¿>,

are preimages in G of a and b, respectively. Also, [Q„ QA will have a similar

meaning. Since congruence modulo Z leaves commutators unaffected there should
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be no confusion. Note that in a group of class two, commutators are homomorphic

in eac

of Z.

in each variable. We also write Z = ®kZk where the Zk are the rank one summands

Lemma 4.2. For each i = 1,2,...,« there are unique j and m such that [Q¡,Q¡\ and

Hom(f2,, Zm) are nontrivial. Moreover for such i, j, and m we have

t(Qj) = r(Hom(ô„ Zj) = T(Hom(0„ Z)).

Proof. Certainly there is some/ such that [Q¡, ß.] ¥= 0 for otherwise Q¡ is central.

Hence, there is some a G Q- such that the commutator [-, a] induces a nontrivial

homomorphism from Q¡ to Z. From (4.1) it follows that Hom((9,, Z) is of rank one.

However we have

(4.2) Hom(ß,., Z) = Hornig,., © Zk\ = 0 Hom(ß„ Zk).
v *       '       *

Since the summands on the right of (4.2) are of rank 0 or 1, it follows that there is a

unique m such that Hom(ß,, Zm) ¥= 0.

Now for a G Qj and x G Q¡ consider (x)6a = [x, a]. The mapping a h-» 0a is a

monomorphism from Qj to Hom((9,, Zm). Thus,

r(Qj) < T(Hom(ö„ Zj) = T(Hom(ô„ Z)).

However, ß. and Hom(ß„ Z) are rank one summands of ß and the types of these

summands are pairwise incomparable. Hence, t(Q) = T(Hom(Ç,, Z)) and the

result now follows.

We have an immediate corollary.

Corollary 4.3. Q is of even rank.

We now reindex the Q¡, if necessary, so that [Ö2/-I' Q¿i\ ^ 0 f°r ' = E 2,.. .,n/2.

The mapping a 1-» [-, a] induces injections

02,~i — Hom(e2,,Z)    and    Q2i^> Hom(ß2/_„ Z).

We then have the following isomorphisms:

Aut G/Inn G = Hom(ß, Z)/Q

©(Hom(ß2/_I,Z)/ß2(.) ©(Hom(ß2i,Z)/ß2(._,)

The next result will complete the proof of Theorem B.

Lemma 4.4. Hom(ß2„ Z)/ß2i_, - Homtß2f_„ Z)/ß2/.

Proof. To simplify notation we will consider only g, and Q2, sind will assume

Hom(ö1( Z,) 9e 0 ¥= Hom(ö2, Z,). Since r(ß,) = x(Hom(ö2, Z,)) and r(ß2) =

r(Hom((2i, Z,)), it follows that the quotient groups we are considering are cyclic.

Thus, suppose <b generates Hom(ö2, Z,) = Hom(g2, Z) modulo ß,. Suppose fur-

ther that y> is of order n modulo Qv Suppose that a and b are non trivial elements of

g, and Q2, respectively. Then for some r/s with (r, s) — 1 we have

n{b)* = [b,(r/s)a] =(r/s)[b,a].
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Clearly n and r are relatively prime for otherwise <i> has order, modulo ßp smaller

than n. Hence, (ns.r) — 1 and there are integers u, v such that uns + vr = 1. Thus,

[b, a] — ns(u[b, a] + (vr/ns)[b, a])

and consequently [b, a] is divisible by n in Z,.

Now suppose (u/v)a G ß,, for some u/v with (u, v) = 1. It can be shown as

above that [b,(u/v)a] is divisible by n in Z,. We may thus define a homomorphism

0:ß,->Z,,        (u/u)ai->Ar'[M"AM-

Modulo ß2 the order of 0 is «. Hence, the cyclic group Hom(ß2, Z)/ß, has order

no larger than the cyclic group Hom(ß1? Z)/ß2. By symmetry these two groups

have the same order and thus are isomorphic. This completes the proof.
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